
      Summer

Reading

Dear Hereford families:                                                                                                   June 2022

As we prepare to welcome Summer Break, we want to encourage our students to continue

growing as life-long readers because reading is rewarding. Reading allows us to look out the

window and take us to different worlds. Reading helps us to look in the mirror, to find ourselves.

Reading is also fun.

All Hereford students are being asked to read this summer and are encouraged to explore the

Maryland Association of School Librarians Black-Eyed Susan nominees in order to select a

“just-right” book. You can find out more information about the Black-Eyed Susan Book Awards

here. Their nominees are divided into choices for Grades 4-6 and Grades 6-9.

Students may also visit the Baltimore County Public Library beginning June 21 to sign up for

their summer program for students in Grades K-8: Ocean of Possibilities. BCPL also offers

reading recommendations here.  Remember that you can borrow Ebooks or audiobooks online

without ever visiting the library in person. Students may borrow BCPL materials by using their

BCPS student ID numbers with the password 0000.

During and after reading, students are asked to journal for the duration of reading

ONE BOOK OF STUDENT CHOICE, tracking their thoughts, feelings, questions,

observations, and connections (see below for details).  During ELA classes in the

fall, students are to share their journaling in order to be prepared to write an

essay, participate in class discussions, submit critical reading activities, and/or

demonstrate reading comprehension in other English class activities. Students will

have assigned reading for the school year beginning in September, so they are

encouraged to complete their reading during the summer. Students will be

assessed beginning the week of October 10.

We hope that every Hereford student enjoys a life made richer through reading. We wish them a

summer filled with fun memory-making and hope that they seek and find adventure between

the pages of some very good books! Enjoy your summer!

Sincerely,

Jul�� �e���n�                              Tim���y T�o��s                         Bri�� ���z�e��l�
Principal Media Specialist ELA Department Chair

https://www.maslmd.org/current-nominees
https://www.maslmd.org/black-eyed-susan-book-award
https://bcpl.info/youth/summer-reading.html
https://www.bcpl.info/youth/battle-books.html?_ga=2.173454627.1256591871.1623431604-797748980.1623431604


Students should use the template and student model below as a guide to get started developing

their own approach. See the models below for inspiration to get started.

Directions: Choose at least 3 types of journal entries to record your thinking for

each chapter or chunk of reading.

Journals will be used as a record of student thinking during summer reading and as

prewriting for the assessment that will be given during quarter 1.  Questions should be directed

to ELA Department Chair, Brian Fitzgerald bfitzgerald3@bcps.org

Journal Entry Choice Board

Motivations: Jot down

WHY a character or author is

doing something.

Reactions: Jot down HOW

what you’re reading makes

you feel and WHY.

Quotes: Jot down significant

and meaningful quotes.

Include page numbers

with quotes.

Questions: Jot down the

questions that pop into your

head.

Doodle: Jot images that pop

into your head while you’re

reading.

Hashtags: Jot down short

and fun summaries and

reactions about what you’re

reading.

Conflict: Jot down the

problems that are happening.

Cause and Effect: Jot down

what is happening and why.

Big Ideas: Jot down the big

things that are happening

and the ideas they reveal.

mailto:bfitzgerald3@bcps.org

